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For those who are historically aware, the jews work by certain methods to dominate and destroy humanity. They say they are ENTITLED for. Their "god" which we have conversated what this shithead collective is, gives them entitlement to do anything on the "goy" and also, control them totally.

One has to have their eyes open. The "Goy" got well fed for like, less than 100 years, and they have forgotten their history. They have forgotten that 100 years ago, hardly anybody could study any book they wanted, hardly anybody could move away from their village. Nobody even knew where many diseases came from. They thought it was good punishment for every bad thought they had, against "God". "God" was the only thing they knew. This applies to most if not all countries, only, it was far worse. People were lower than the level of an ape. Few if any had any other "knowledge" or ability. Man wasn't worth a nickel of tin. Or as a Rabbi did put it, while referring to Gentiles, not even "A jewish fingernail". Which basically is how the jews have raped, pillaged and murdered Gentiles over trivial and "ideal" things.

To put it simply: Those who know of the occult and know how to use the "invisible powers" can guide history. Those who are in the occult know how magick can make things happen than in another way could never happen. Magick in that sense is analogous to creation. They are guiding history because they know and they have killed anyone else who held this knowledge. Therefore, others cannot have any say for this, they are simply sheep going towards wherever [in the case of the jewish way of moving things, total slavery and slaughter]. Towards where they do guide it, exactly?

Read the Biblical crap, see history, see their "Holy books", their "Torah" and anything they write. Do your research, with the WWW [666] NOW that you can. Because, the kikes, are attempting to destroy this as-well right now. You are NOT entitled to any knowledge. Only the kikes are. You are to remain a slave and an ignorant animal. That's all you are made to do. "Serve the jews". This is what they state. That's all they are working towards. Consciously or not, it is of lesser importance.

This is what they are working for. Towards a massive slave state, which we know today as "Communism" under which everyone is enslaved to the Jews. To a global state, where everyone is of the "same race", the kikes are technologically and spiritually at the top, the earth is destroyed for everyone except where the kikes live, people are enslaved and they have hardly any knowledge, or better yet, they are jumbled into a big central computer. Behind this "computer" a kike overlord sits and decides how much "Money" anyone will have, if anyone should live or die. And they call this guy "Messiah", which is none else than the "return of christ", who has absolute power to lord over anything. Human population will be reduced only to where the kikes will have enough slaves, and anything else, what have you, is gone from the world. Everything and anything else are gibberish. The jewish owned-created-supported USSR showed this entirely to the whole world. Only, that a new USSR with nowadays terms would be simply fatal.
They are lying to you. All they say to you are lies. They are marching forward the obvious: Global dictatorship. They simply gave a "let go" for some years, to further have the technology for that. And now they are coming closer to this, so long they aren't facing opposition. NOBODY CAN OPPOSE SOMETHING THEY DO NOT KNOW OF OR SEE AND MOST PEOPLE OUT THERE DON'T EVEN KNOW.

A new, futuristic, Middle Age! Now, you cannot escape from that shit, as some fools have been foolishly "futuristic" enough, to inject the jew inside their veins or even brains, in the form of a "futuristic" microchip. After all, the brain is useless according to the kikes. They have stolen all the knowledge on how to use the Soul and your Brain, but here you go: They come to save you! By enslaving you further!

We told you about the microchips and digital money. Here this is. They are trying to implement this. In broken countries like Greece [who is by the way under leftist rule] they are trying to turn money in "Cards" as I got told by some other member. This isn't anything of a "coincidence". The money which was under control of the jew, will then be INTERNALIZED. This is no different than giving your life in the hands of the jews. Unless people resist this, Humanity will be over with.

http://www.dw.de/should-paper-money-be- ... a-18456046

Now, someone did send me this video. This is very important. Yes, definitely, hundreds of subliminals AGAIN, kikes are the ones "speaking" in the video, 6:21 are the times into the video, and so forth. Then, you have random eyes of reptilians showing inside the video, in the scene about "Coalscene Corp" it shows a random "Window" that as an utter form of coincidence is a 6- pointed star shaped shit... Too many coincidences into one fucking video. Then, you have the Black People rioting the streets and so forth. Ferguson anyone...? The kike in the video tries to program you that "THIS IS HAPPENING"... The list could go on and on... This all, in less than 4 minutes. Imagine what they do to people their whole fucking lives.

You think this is some bullshit? So were the Twin Towers which Mossad has done, as it was subliminally put into "Batman" and the "Simpsons", only to be done later, see for yourself:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfr053KdD6w

And to inform you: This will surely come earlier than "2065" or some other date. Much of this shit is done right now. This doesn't mean technology is evil in itself. The kikes are trying to make technology a horror, only to suit their desert wanderer insane communist ends. Because they simply never forget they are to enslave anybody else, in accordance to their so called 'masters'. They turn great things into most evil and dangerous.

If nothing is done on our behalf, because ONLY WE can act, they will simply get their way with this all. This is the sad Truth. The world will then become a place that you would wish Gentiles are never born again, literally.

Every single jew works towards this. Consciously or not, it doesn't matter. What matters is they work towards this. They "pray" every day, do magick every day. Long hours, over
and over again. Everyday. They never stop. They always "pray" to the enemy. They are chasing this goal. Unlike you, they never stop. They don't "Doubt" themselves. They do not "switch" opinions every day. This is for the stupid goy. The jews are actively trying to create all this shit. Every last fooled gentile that helps the jews, every last fucking idiot that reads the bible, every last fool that studies and promotes communism, what have you. They are all working. They aren't that strong, they aren't even closely remotely as strong as a Satanic Soul, but they are working like slaves on a rat-wheel to attain this, so they can "rest on the 7th day". And this has been going for centuries. They do not ask; they do not whine. They simply do. They do over and over again, until they die, only to then have 5 or more children behind to continue this nasty work.

Then you have our side. In simply like 10-12 years we are making them question themselves. Lose major parts of their work. This, without working as they do. Some of us here are far more devoted than even the enemy. Others more, others less, what matters is, we are doing things. But imagine if we were like them. In the scope of some years, where the fuck would we be, each and every one of us? That we would own the World is simply an understatement. Yet, the enemy is working for centuries only to fail and fail again, then they simply act again without stopping, until they succeed. A bunch of slaves and look at what they did. What can free people and Satanic minds do, in such tactical unison? I ask you to think far in the future, what we can do. This is all in US.

I want to be brutally honest with you.

The only one who can save Humanity from that shit is Satan and also, YOU.

Thing is, fate or nature never ask. They never ask if you are ready. They never ask, if you can see your enemy or not, or if you can attack back. They never ask if you know enough. They never ask if you are able to do anything. They only put you in a position to do something. In reality, yes, you can do something. I have total faith in every one of you. You can destroy the enemy. They are hiding this from you. They are making big shows to convince you otherwise. They are trying to use psychological tricks and endless life problems to keep you away of your total power and ability to abolish them from this Earth, so we can rebuild a paradise. A beautiful paradise. We are able to. And we have the means, which are our Gods and our spiritual knowledge.

I ask you right now, to stand into the height of the circumstances. To the height of your OWN fate. Fate falls in the back of those who know and who are able to act. We are the ones who must put the spiritual fight against the enemy. The people out there are too brainwashed and weak to even know. You must understand, that the fate of this world falls on the hands of those who can alter it. We can turn this around, win and destroy the enemy totally. What they are trying to do, is a double-sided blade. It either cuts the Gentile People or it cuts the jews. There is no other way.

The jews know they will get destroyed if we act. They are so afraid they want to inject some sort of microchip into your brain, to control every little "evil" thought. They want to shut your mouth so they can control every little "word". They want to poison your food so they can control you. They want to feed you cancer so they can keep you ill. I ask you simply, how AFRAID and PARANOID are they? They are totally shitting themselves. This is why many are having such difficult things to deal with, this is why many are spiritually
attacked, this is why they are making these big shows to try to convince anyone that they are "good" and on their way. They aren't good and they are going to lose their way. They know how fast and brutally they can possibly get defeated. This is what they are trying to hide. They are aware of their size, as they are parasites, and a parasite can only work until one has brought the pesticide. Which is SPIRITUAL WARFARE and EDUCATION of the people. This are the methods who will guarantee real riddance of this deadly parasite.

They are here to lose right before they have "manifested" their shit. Do not ask why. Because YOU exist. Because SATAN exists. That is the only why. Because the People and Gentiles want to be free from all these fucking curses put upon this World.

We are here to win this war.

Until a new Reversing Torah Ritual [which couldn't be done due to bad planetary alignments for this] is done here you go:

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it as following.

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."

-Hagalaz x9 Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.

An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!
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